The world has entered the era of knowledge economy, knowledge is becoming the core of social production. Any organization or individual can only continue to strengthen the application of knowledge, in today's changeable, fast changing, change in the competition to stand out. Provides a rich source of data explosion of information and knowledge for knowledge application, knowledge management research direction of past and existing knowledge, needs the shortcomings, which introduced the largescale data adapter based on knowledge. Large data sets in the memory not only need to consume a large amount of storage space, but also put forward higher requirements for data retrieval, and the existing search engine is not very good to meet the needs of knowledge adaptation system. Based on large data sets, this paper mainly studies the retrieval system of knowledge adaptation system. The selection of the algorithm for the search engine, the analysis of the deficiencies, and put forward a targeted improvement program-kNN algorithm to increase the pre process, expand the scope of application and effect of the engine. Finally, the efficiency and effectiveness of the model are verified by the example of forest cover.
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Available online at www.sciencedirect.com 13th Global Congress on Manufacturing and Management, GCMM 2016 Research on search engine of knowledge adaptation system based on large scale data set resources in social production activities has been turned into Knowledge. The rapid development of information technology has brought the explosion of data volumes, but due to the amount of data on a huge scale, large data sets not only need to consume large amounts of storage space in the storage, at the same time, the data matching and retrieval are there will be a bottleneck.
In view of this, we proposed the knowledge search engine adaptation system based on large-scale data sets. Among them, the author of searching engine to do some modification, such as using the rough sets and the variation coefficient method of combining the distance formula of kNN algorithm used by the condition attribute weights allocation, make it more relevant applications. Use k -means to do division algorithm to accelerate the efficiency of search engine, etc. Therefore, this article research results have certain practical value, improvements to the enterprises in knowledge management, knowledge applications link has a certain reference value.
2.Search engine
Search engine is the foundation of the whole knowledge adaptation system stage, efficient and accurate retrieval out with unanswered questions matching degrees higher case set has important influence on the quality of the fit for follow-up, now commonly used retrieval algorithm mainly are: nearest neighbor, inductive reasoning and knowledge to guide strategy three categories. Although some system design of case retrieval and storage system when they do different optimization, but the overall strategy still belongs to the category of the above three methods. According to the comparison table 1 case retrieval algorithm and the design features of massive knowledge adaptation framework, this paper, the author selected kNN algorithm for case retrieval.
3.Adapter case sets determined based on large data sets

3.1.Case similar level characterization and method
In order to characterize the target case q C and case similarity between case, usually the condition attribute values ofthe two after the similarity calculation. Commonly used the similarity calculation of Euclidean distance, min had distance, markov distance and vector inner product [3] [4] [5] , but generally adopts Euclidean distance to do 
